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EFFECTS OF TYPE OF POLARIZATION
ON ECHO CHARACTERISTICS

A. ABSTRACT

The variation in echoing area of a 1/20-scale F-80 aircraft with
changing direction of linear polarization has been studied at 9000 mc.
For a range of aspects 40o to either side of nose on, in a horizontal
plane, power patterns were obtained for polarizations at 0, 15, 30, 45,
60, 75 and 90 degrees inclined to the horizontal.

Several patterns of the return from a 1/10-scale F-80 aircraft at 2
9000 mc have been obtained for ordinary and crosf-polarized compo-
nents of echo.

Representative patterns illustrating the variation in echo area with 3
direction of linear polarization have been obtained from simple tar-
gets. Analysis of these patterns is discussed.

B. PURPOSE

Theoretical and experimental studie-s rapplicble to sections a. b, 4
and c of contract, entitled:

a. Optimum type of polarizatio.n for reducing the ratio of rain to
aircraft return,

b. Optimum type of polarization for increased echoing area of jet

aircraft.

c. The order of magnitude of the advantages to bc expected from
recommended types of polarization.

C. FACTUAL DATA

In order to predict the optimum polarization for increased echoing 5

area of the F-80 aircraft, as well as the return for any polarization,
the variation in return with direction of linear polarization may be
studied. To illustrate this technique seven patterns were taken of the
return from a 1/20-scale model of the F-80 aircraft at 9000 mc. In
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each case the model rotated about a vertical axis, with wings and fuse-
lage in a horizontal plane, through a range of aspects 400 to either side

of nose toward observer. Transmitting and receiving polarizations were
linear and identical. The direction of linear polarization varied for
each pattern, at increments of 150 from horizontal to vertical linear
polarization. These patterns have been enclosed in the back cover of
the report. The transparencies for each of the seven patterns may be
superimposed, and the variation in echoing area at any aspect may be
studied. The vertical scale is proportional to echo area; each division

of the horizontal scale represents a 50 change in azimuth, from nose
facing left (at the right end of the pattern), through nose on (indicated
by arrow), to nose facing right (left end of pattern). The change in
amplitude of each lobe with polarization may easily be seen from these
patterns. Note that the return for every aspect varies with direction

of linear polarization. Analysis of the average polarization properties
of the target, as well as those for each aspect, may be made from pat-
terns such as these. Experimental error is of such order, however,

that additional polarization@ must be utilized before these patterns yield
useful quantitative information. These measurements are awaiting
favorable weather conditions, and will be completed in the next quarter

o! this contract period.

Several patterns of the return from a 1/10-scale F-80 aircrait are 6
included for comparison with those of the 1/20-scale model in Progress
Report 389-10.o Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the ordinary and cross-polar-
i ed r6eurn ftorn thd-, model -d t 9000 mc. The vertical scale is pro-por-
tional to power, and the divisions of the horizontal scale correspond to

100 changes of azimuth. Pattern 2 is at approximately 13 db higher
gain than pattern 1. The absolute calibration is not included, since the
amplitude and phase ot the wave front illuminating the model were prob-
ably not constant over the entire model. These patterns illustrate the

complex lobe structure and the general envelope of the return from such
a model. Note the broad lobes in cross-polarized return to either side

of nose on. The ordinary and cross-polarized returns around the tail
on position are still low, as they were from the 1/20-scale model.

Since the advent of windy and rainy weather precluded any accurate 7
set of model measurements to illustrate the application of theory to

the polarization dependence of echo, a scheme for continuous measure-
ment of polarization patte.rns indoors has been devised. A small tar-

get formed by configurations of wires or simple figures traced on pa-
per with silver paint is rotated about the beam axis of a small horn. A
suitable absorbing sheet is placed beyond the target, so that only the
return from the target under consideration is measured. The conventional



magic T arrangement is used to separate incoming and outgoing sig-
nals. With this apparatusto be more fully described in a later Report,
the variation in echo with changing direction of linear pola rization may
be measured for representative targets. The entire apparatus oper-
ates indoors undercontrolled-athi ospherlc conditions. Figs. 3 to 8 il-
lustrate the type of variation that is obtained from different targets.
The vertical scale is proportional to voltage in each pattern; and 22
divisions of the horizontal scale correspond to 3600 of rotation about
the beam axis. Figs. 3 through 7 have axes of symmetry, since the
targets used also possessed axes of symmetry in the plane of rotation.
Fig. 8 is a more general type of target. Each of these patterns may
be analyzed by the method outlined in the appendix to obtain the polari-
zations of zero return (with a four-fold ambiguity) and other polari-
zation properties of the target under consideration.

As yet, no simple means is available for obtaining patterns such as 8
these from F-80 models supported in the usual manner. The trans-
mitting and receiving horn may be rotated by increments and renulled
and calibrated for each polarization, so that discrete points of the po-
larization pattern may be obtained. Such is the case illastrated earlier
in this Report. However, experimental error is sufficiently great to
necessitate many such measurements in order to secure a meaningful
polarization pattern. A means of continuously varying antenna polari-
zation would be very useful. This possibility will be further investi-
gated.

D. CONCLUSIONS

The variation in return with direction of linear polarization is a 9
useful tool in the analysis of the polarization properties of a target, as
well as in the direct classification of targets by the form ci the pattern
thereby obtained. The 1/30-scale model of the F-S0 aircraft at 9000 mc
shows considerable variation with direction of linear polarization in a
range of aspects about the nose-on position. As yet a sufficient num-
ber of measurements have not been made to yield quantitative infor-
mationon the average scattering matrix, nor the scattering matrix for
a single aspect. A method of continuously varying direction of linear
polarization would be of Sre t value in model measurements. Such a
system has been placed in oIeration indoors and representative polari-
nation patterns obtained whtch agree with theory.

X. PROGRAM FOR NEXT INTERVAL

Measurement md analysis of the polaramatton dependence of 9000 mc 10
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return from the 1/20-, 1/15-, and 1/10-scale F-80 aircraft at several
aspects,, and a range of aspects about the nose.

Investigation of means of continuously varying antenna polarization. 11

Theoretical and experimental investigation of average polarization 12
properties of rainfall.

Experimental investigation of the 'high spots" of target responsible 13
for major lobes in return patterns.

12



F. APPENDIX

In order to apply the theory of the scattering matrix2 to a specific 14
radar target, the five independent quantities describing the polarization

characteristics of the target must be measured. If separate trans-

mitting and receiving antennas of continuously variable polarization were
used, the echo area for any polarization could be determiaed directly,
as well as the polarization transforming properties of the target. In

practice, however, continuously variable polarization is most difficult
to obtain. Conventional echo measuring systems use the same linear

polarization for transmitting and receiving, and measure only the mag-
nitude of the echo for a giver. choice of linear polarization. The ques-

tion naturally arises as to how much information about the target po-
larization characteristics may be determined by the use of such a sys-

tem, and what modifications and additional measurements are necessary
to completely determine the five independ~nt parameters of target re-
flection. Use of the polarization sphere furnishes the answer in a sim-
ple and elegant manner.

Referring to Fig. 9, a representative radar target with polarizations 15

of zero return 01 and 02 is under study, using a linearly polarized echo
measuring system with a common transmitting and receiving antenna.

The point representing antenna polarization P varies around the equa-

torial circle OPO , and the measured echo area varies according to the

square of the product 0 1 P x 0zP; the factor of proportionality is the

effective echo area. 2 From an analysis of this varying echo area, the

effective echo area may be determined and the polarizations of zero

return fixed with a four-fold ambiguity. The ambiguity arises'from the
fact that each of the four possible combinations 0102, 0304, 0104, and

0203 for the polarizations of zero return produce identical variation in

echo area with changing direction of linear polarization. This ambigu-

ity may be resolved by a measurement of echo area using an elliptically

polarized antenna. The analysis of the linearly polarized measurements

will be discussed first.

If a linearly polarized common transmitting and receiving antenna 16

is rotated about the line of sight to the target, the signal voltage at the

terminals of the receiving antenna will vary in a manner similar to that

shown in Fig. 10. This is a plot of signal amplitude in a radial direction

versus twice the angle that the direction of linear polarization makes

with the vertical. From the polarization sphere analogue, this is the

variation of a constant times the product I x Ti as P traverses the

equatorial circle of Fig. 9. The multiplicatiwv constant is the square
root of the effective echo area of the target. Since the diameter of the

13
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Fig. 9. Illustrating variation of echo with directon of linear
polarization.
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Fig. 10. Polar pattern of echo vs direction of linear polarisation for

representative target.
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polarization sphere is unity, the chords 0 1 P and 02 P are given by

O6-,P = sin Y
0P = sinA

where -Y and A vary as P traverses the eyauatorial circle. Also, if P
is the pole opposite to P,

-P= cos Y
OZP'= Cos

The sum of the products OlP x 02 P and O0P' x 02P' is therefore given
by

OP x 2P+ 0 1 P' x 02 P' cos(---)

The maximum sum occurs when y = g , and is equal to unity. This
maximum occurs when P is equidistant from the polarizations of zero
return, at point M of Fig. 9. Returning to Fig. 10, the maximum occurs
at point M where the distance MM' is a maximum. Since this is a plot
of the square root of the effective echo area times-the product 01-'Px 03--',
the square root of the effective echo area is given directly by the dis-
tance MM'. The chord 01-M = -ZM is given by

lM = 02M/

The effective echo area of the target is now determined, and the polari-
zations of zero return must lie on the circle 01020304) defined by the
constant chord length 01 M. To further fix the points corresponding to
the polarizations of zero return, note that the arc 0'10 is given by

cos (610 2)- NNl
MM'

where NN' is the minimum value of the distance shown in Fig. 10. The
arc length 0703 is given by

LL'cOS ( j 3 ) L'

where LL'is the maximum value of the difference OL - OL' shown in
Fig. 10. The four points 01, 02, 03,and 04 are the vertices of the trape-
zoid 01020304 with known sides 0102 and 0304 and diagonals 0104 and
0203 inscribed in the circle 010203, with parallel sides perpendicular
to a fixed diameter. This completely determines the locations of all
four points, and is the rnaximum amount of information concerning the
polarizations of zero return which may be obtained from the data of

16



Fig. 10. A further measurement of the signal return, using a common
elliptically polarized transmitting and receiving antenna, must be made
to determine which of the four possible combinations of the points 01,
02, 03, and 04 is the correct one for the target under study. This meas-
urement need not be precise, since only one of four possible choices
must be selected.

Since the data obtainable with linearly polarized echo measuring 17
systems may be analyzed to obtain almost all of the parameters of the
target, patterns such as shown in Fig. 11 for several simple classes
of target are of interest. Fig 11(a) shows the variation in received volt-
age with direction of linear polarization for several representative

liA.Z targets. In each case the polar angle corresponds to twice the
angle between the vertical and the direction of linear polarization. Note
that the distance Mh' is a constant on the patterns obtained from such
a target. Fig. 11(b) shows the variation obtained fron an isotropic tar-

get. Note that for such a target the distance OL - OL' is a constant
over the entire pattern. From these considerations it is seen that a
target may be classed as linear, i, or generaj from data ob-
tained using a linearly polarized measuring system.

Other systems for measuring the polarization characteristics of a 18
target may be readily analyzed by the use of the polarization sphere
concept. The problem of determining the polarizations of zero return
and the effective echo area may thus be reduced to a geometrical one,
in which the information content of each measurement may be readily
visualized. A discrete set of measurements may be made, rather than
the continuous data of Fig. 10, but the derivation of the target-echoing
parameters is more complicated. In general, since the scattering ma-
trix contains five independent variables, three of which are positive and
two of which are signed quantities (three amplitudes and two relative
phases), five independent measurements of the magnitude of the return
using different polarizations plus two sign-determining measurements
must be made. In all, therefore, seven amplitude measurements are
needed to completely determine the target polarization characteristics.

17
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Polarization sphere
showing polarizations
of zero return* for
Tnree targets.

Patterns associated with targets.

a. Linear targets.
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Polarization sphere
showixS polariuations
of zero retuafn for Patterns associated with targets.
three targets.

b. Isotropic targets.

Fig. 11. Polarization patternsu associated with simple targets.
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